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JCM AMERICAN SET TO UNVEIL LANDMARK PRODUCT AT UPCOMING NAMA EXPO 
 

Triton™ Note Recycler Opens Door to Multi-vending, Increased Profits  
 
LAS VEGAS – The future of vending will soon be a lot more profitable, thanks to a revolutionary 

new product from JCM American. The Triton is a note-recycling device that enables vending 

machines to multi-vend and give bills back as change. Triton opens the door to a new world of 

customer satisfaction, operator flexibility and profit potential. 

 

JCM will unveil the Triton at the upcoming NAMA National Expo. The trade show takes place 

October 14-16 at the Lakeside Center at McCormick Place in Chicago. JCM will be in booth 347. 

 

JCM’s Triton is the first note-recycling unit and was developed after the company recognized that 

being able to accept higher denominations created uplift in sales and dispensing $1 bills 

decreased coin starvation. 

 

Field test results have shown large increases in revenue on each machine where the unit’s multi-

vend feature was enabled and a Triton recycler was installed. In addition to test data, customer 

interviews have shown a high level of customer satisfaction. 

 

JCM Vice President of Development Doug Edwards said, “We are very excited about Triton and 

the revolution it brings to vending. The successes of the field tests we have conducted are 



meaningful to the entire vending industry and we forecast high profit potential for vending 

operators.” 

 

About JCM 

JCM American Corporation is the industry leader in currency handling equipment. From its 

international headquarters in Osaka, Japan and subsidiaries in Hong Kong and Germany to its 

United States headquarters in Las Vegas, JCM’s progressive spirit continues to set world-wide 

industry standards with innovative products such as the World Bill Acceptor (WBA). JCM provides 

its products, software and services to the gaming, banking, amusement, vending and petroleum 

industries. For more information, visit www.jcm-american.com.  
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